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Vets Might Fly
It has been over 50 years since Worland native and Vietnam veteran Alva R. Krogman, better known as Ray, disappeared over Laos, and in about a month, he ...
Vet goes home to Worland
Engineers from the University of Bristol and Royal Veterinary College will reveal the answer at the Royal Society Summer Science 2021 ...
Should planes be more like birds?
In the second part of this Q&A interview with the TRC’s George Dudley, the world’s #1 trainer talks about medication, motivation, family, his best horses, the Ortiz brothers - and his fondest memories ...
Chad Brown part 2: ‘Worry about what’s best for the horse and everything else will fall into place’
It is not news the public trusts veterinarians no less than, and often more than, physicians. One reason could be we are trained to convey information rather than anticipate and mitigate people’s ...
Veterinarians and One Health: The importance of a broader world view
His face expressed quite plainly that this possibility had never crossed his mind; in fact, for a few seconds, he looked as if he might lose his lunch. The vet ... are free to fly wherever ...
10 of the Craziest Things Zookeepers Have Seen on the Job
A Kissimmee veteran turned to 9 Investigates for help because despite serving our country, he cannot even get a driver’s license in Florida.
Real ID: Vet who can’t get driver’s license turns to Channel 9 for help
"It’s not that I want them to pay for the vet bills or anything but I would appreciate some acknowledgement and understanding of just how destructive this has been for us. "It might not just be ...
Cat dead after ‘senseless attack' by children with metal pole
The show’s sketches live and die by its cast of eccentric characters, played by a combination of Robinson, cocreator Zach Kanin, frequent collaborator Sam Richardson, Saturday Night Live vets ...
Ranking the Characters From ‘I Think You Should Leave’
The open wound prompted a visit to the vets and Katy later discovered her other ... he’d run off - he wouldn’t hurt a fly. “We’ve had him since he was six weeks old.
Heartbreak as family cat put down after children repeatedly hit him with metal pole
“It’s not that I want them to pay for the vet bills or anything but I would appreciate some acknowledgement and understanding of just how destructive this has been for us. “It might not just ...
Family cat put down after ‘senseless attack' by school children with metal pole
What many call - either proudly or sarcastically - 'fly over country ... Because of the way the current system is set up, vets have a hard time getting treatment... and an even harder time ...
Alone At The Desk - 28: Burn Pits
Want to do some long-term travel, but unsure how you will handle your medical needs while on the road? Here are our top tips for doing just that.
Handling Medical Needs While on an RV Road Trip
and Gregg Popovich and other vets on Team USA welcomed. So, he packed his bags and headed out of his Tribeca apartment for Las Vegas and USA Basketball’s training camp. From the moment, he committed, ...
What’s the Nets’ chances of picking up Kevin Love?
How a gruesome outbreak in a Brisbane suburb sparked a hunt that might help us uncover the origins ... up in the front yard of a local stable by vets from the Department of Primary Industries ...
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